The Breakthrough Starshot project aims to send centimeter-sized, gram-scale "StarChip" probes to Alpha Centauri at a speed of ∼ 0.2c. On the other hand, Zhang & Li recently proposed that trans-relativistic cameras may be sent to any direction to study astronomical objects and test special relativity. To conduct such "relativistic astronomy", one needs to solve the motion of the probe in flight. We solve the motion of the probe (including the moving direction and the velocity) by comparing the positions of three or more point sources observed in the Earth rest frame and in the probe's comoving frame. When the positions of enough point sources are taken into account, the motion of the probe can be solved with an error which is even smaller than the diffraction limit of the transrelativistic camera. After solving the motion, when the measurement of the position of an additional point source is introduced, one can use the data to test the light aberration effect in special relativity. The upper limit of the photon mass can be placed from the deviation of aberration to slightly lower than the energy of the photon, e.g. ∼ 1eV.
INTRODUCTION
The Breakthrough Starshot is a program of the Breakthrough Initiatives 1 with the aim of proving the concept of developing ultra-fast light-driven probes. The centimeter-sized, gram-scale "StarChip" probes, each carrying 4 subgram-scale 2 megapixel cameras, are expected to be accelerated to a speed of ∼ 0.2c, which is projected to reach Alpha Centauri in ∼ 20 yr from the launch and transfer back to earth the images of the exoplanet Proxima b orbiting Proxima Centauri 4.37 ly away (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016) .
When a probe travels with a transrelativistic speed, some interesting relativistic effects can be observed. For example, Christian & Loeb (2017) presented a method of measuring acceleration of a probe using the temporal Terrell effect (Terrell 1959; Penrose 1959) . To perform such measurements, the probe needs to be close to astrophysical masses, so that the size of the objects can be measured.
Zhang & Li (2018) (Paper 1) suggested that one can actually use relativistic cameras more generally. Instead of aiming them to a particular target (e.g. Alpha Centauri), they suggested that one can send these cameras to any direction to study the universe. As natural spectrographs, lenses, and wide-field cameras, relativistic cameras can be used to observe the universe in an unprecedented manner and to perform unique tests on relativity. Zhang & Li (2018) termed this approach of studying the universe "relativistic astronomy".
With a transrelativistic camera in space, one important task is to solve the motion of the camera (including both the direction of motion and the speed of the camera), so that the Doppler factors in all the directions in the sky can be solved precisely. One may use the information of the initial laser acceleration configuration or the telecommunication signals to determine these parameters. For a long enough observation, one can use the relative motion of the distant objects, i.e. the optical flow, to infer the motion of the probe. However, after acceleration is finished, the camera will travel in the geodesic trajectory defined by the gravitational field of all the masses (e.g. Sun, Earth, Moon, and other large planets), so that both the direction and the speed of the camera are subject to change. The telecommunication method requires multiple receiving stations, and becomes progressively difficult as the probe travels far away from Earth. On the other hand, it is possible to use the in-flight "snapshot" image of some point sources and compare them with the image taken from Earth (Zhang & Li 2018) . This paper addresses this problem in great detail and show that the motion of the camera can be indeed solved using the information of three or more point sources (Section 2).
A transrelativistic camera also allows a direct test of the light aberration effect in an unprecedented regime (Zhang & Li 2018) . Hirshfeld (2001) tested aberration of light by observing the parallaxes of distant stars. Kopeikin & Fomalont (2007) measured a small gravitational aberration of light by Earth-based experiments. Due to the slow motion and weak gravity of the earth, the precision of these tests was limited. In this paper, we present a detailed treatment to perform more precise constraints on the deviation of the aberration angle in special relativity and a constraint on the rest mass of the photon by the aberration measurements (Section 3). When a camera travels in the interstellar space with a transrelativistic speed, the positions of celestial objects will be more concentrated in the moving direction due to the relativistic effects. Suppose that a probe carrying a camera moves in a certain direction with a constant speed. One can define two rest frames: the Earth rest frame K, and the probe's comoving frame K ′2 . Let us define the Lorentz factor of the probe as Γ = 1/ 1 − β 2 , where β = v/c is the normalized speed of the probe. The angle between the object moving direction and the line of sight in two different frames are related through the relation of light aberration (Rybicki & Lightman 1979) :
The parameters of the motion of the probe include the direction of motion and the dimensionless velocity β. In order to solve the motion of the probe, one needs to measure the sky positions of at lease three point sources in Frame K ′ (1 ′ , 2 ′ , 3 ′ ) and compare them with the sky positions of the same three objects in Frame K (1, 2, ,3) (see also Zhang & Li 2018) . Let us suppose that the direction of motion is to the point 0 and 0 ′ in Frame K and Frame K ′ , respectively. As seen from Figure 1 , the sky positions of the sources in Frame K ′ are located at the great circles defined by their corresponding sources in Frame K and the direction of motion of the probe. As a result, the opening angle of spherical triangle with the direction of motion as the vertex is unchanged after relativistic transformation, e.g. ∠102 = ∠1 ′ 0 ′ 2 ′ . We first consider a bottom-up (forward) approach of the problem assuming that the probe motion is known. The steps of solving the geometry of a three-point-source problem include the following:
Next, we consider a top-down (inverse) approach, in which we use the observed quantities to infer the information of motion, including the direction of motion (i.e., α 0 , δ 0 ) and the the dimensionless velocity β. We start with three point sources as an example. In practical observations, one can only obtain the positions of the three point sources with certain observational uncertainties in both Frame K (i.e., α i , δ i , i = 1, 2, 3, and σ αi , σ δi ) and Frame K ′ (i.e., α
T is the theoretical-value vector. Going through a grid of the trial values of the moving direction (i.e., α 0 , δ 0 ) and the dimensionless velocity β repeatedly, one can deriveθ ′ 1 ′ 2 ′ ,θ ′ 1 ′ 3 ′ andθ ′ 2 ′ 3 ′ for each trial, and use optimization algorithms, such as the Simulated Annealing algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Ingber 1989) , to find the minimum χ 2 and identify the parameter optimum. After solving the motion with three point sources, one can apply error propagation to calculate the uncertainty of each parameter, i.e., σ α0 , σ δ0 , σ β , and the correlation coefficient between each pair of the parameters, i.e., ρ α0δ0 , ρ α0β , ρ δ0β . The angles θ
, β, which we assume that there is no correlation among the observational error of each parameter in Frame K. Then, the corresponding covariance matrix σ σ σ θ ′ of θ
On the other hand, we have obtained the covariance error tensor σ σ σ
when we calculate the parameter optimum. If σ σ σ θ ′ and σ σ σ ′ θ ′ are similar (i.e., the three eigenvalues of σ σ σ θ ′ are equal to the three eigenvalues of σ σ σ ′ θ ′ , respectively), one can obtain the optimum of σ α0 , σ δ0 , σ β , ρ α0δ0 , ρ α0β and ρ δ0β .
An example
In the following, we use an example to show how one can use real data to solve the motion of a transrelativistic probe. Consider a transrelativistic camera on board a probe, which is moving towards the direction of Proxima Centauri and Proxima b. One can estimate the position accuracy of the probe using the method described above.
We assume that the following parameters are independent variables, e.g., the dimensionless velocity β of the probe, the angle θ c between the moving direction of the probe and the center of the camera's field of view in Frame K ′ , as well as the angular radius r of the field of view of the camera on board the probe. Our goal is to use the measured data to constrain β and θ c and see whether the input values can be reproduced.
In Frame K, the datasets of the positions of bright celestial objects and their uncertainties can be directly obtained from the Data Release 2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) of the Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 ). More specifically, we select some sources with high precision (σ α , σ δ 1 mas) and high brightness (G-band magnitude G 4 mag). The astrometric parameters for the Gaia Data Release 2 sources that satisfy these criteria in the field of view of Proxima Centauri are presented in Table 1 . On the other hand, in Frame K ′ , the uncertainties of the celestial positions are approximately defined by the diffraction limit:
where θ is the angular resolution of the probe camera, λ is the wavelength of light, and D is the lens' aperture. With λ ∼ 500 nm (the peak wavelength of sun-like spectrum) and D ∼ 3.5 cm (the size of the first prototype of Starshot cameras 3 ), the uncertainties of the positions in Frame K ′ are ∼ 3.59 ′′ . Table 2 shows some examples of solving the motion of the probe using observational data. The first four columns are the input parameters, including the probe dimensionless velocity β, the angular radius of the probe's field of view r, the angle between the moving direction and the center of the camera's field of view θ c , and the aperture of the transrelativistic camera. The fifth column lists the three HIP point sources chosen from the Gaia catalog listed in Table  1 . The three sources are chosen near the edge of the field of view, and we require nearly the same angular distance between each pair of the three points. Our top-down (reverse) approach can reproduce the input parameters β and θ c , with uncertainties σ α0 , σ δ0 , and σ β for the direction parameters (α 0 , δ 0 ) and the speed parameter β, respectively, listed in the next three columns.
We start with the fiducial parameter set with β = 0.2, r = 30
• and θ c = 0
• . The uncertainties of the moving direction are constrained to a precision of σ α0 , σ δ0 ∼ 10 2′′ (∼ 10 −5 rad), and the uncertainty of the dimensionless velocity is σ β ∼ 10 −5 . Compared with the uncertainties of Gaia's positions (σ α , σ δ 1 mas) and the uncertainties of the camera in the probe (which is limited by the diffraction limit ∼ 3.59 ′′ ), these uncertainties are larger (by a factor of 10 1 − 10 2 ). We investigate how these uncertainties depend on the input parameters. We find that the dependences on β and θ c are weak, while the dependence on r is significant. Basically, if one shrinks the field of view, the position uncertainty would increase. We also test the dependence on the aperture of the camera D. The uncertainty inversely scales with D as expected from the diffraction limit formula. We conclude that to achieve a better precision to solve the motion of the probe, cameras with a larger aperture D and a larger field of view r are preferred. The challenge of relativistic astronomy would be therefore trying to enlarge both D and r with the limited payload mass on the probe.
Solving the motion with more than three point sources
The position accuracy derived from three data points is typically much worse than the diffraction limit. We expect that the accuracy can be improved if one includes the information of more point sources. We further explore a method to solve the motion with n ≥ 3 point sources based on the general method described in Section 2.1.
We use the Monte Carlo method to generate n point sources with the assumption that all the point sources (i.e., α i and δ i , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n) are located at the boundary of the probe's field of view. The fiducial parameter we set is β = 0.2, r = 30
• . We assume that the uncertainties of the positions in Frame K are σ αi , σ δi ∼ 1 mas, while the uncertainties of the positions in Frame
′′ . When we estimate the position accuracy of the probe, a Markov Chain Monte Method (MCMC) based on emcee package (Foreman-Mackey 2013) is adopted. The prior distributions of parameters are taken to be flat in the linear space. Since there are n point sources to solve the motion, the dimensions of the observational-value vector θ θ θ and theoretical-value vectorθ θ θ becomes n(n − 1)/2. The covariance error tensor σ σ σ ′ θ ′ becomes a
tensor. The objective function, i.e., log likelihood function, is therefore given by
We run each case 50 times. The results for the cases from 3 to 7 point sources are presented in Table 3 . The uncertainties of the moving direction (σ α0 and σ δ0 ) and the dimensionless velocity (σ β ) have an obvious decrease trend (see Figure 2) as a function of the selected point source number n. The decay rates of uncertainties will gradually decrease as the selected point source number n increasing. The precision of σ α0 , σ δ0 can be even smaller than the camera's diffraction limit ∼ 3.59 ′′ when n > 5 is selected. We conclude that the direction of motion of the probe can be determined to the diffractive limit, if a large enough number of point sources (typically 5 or more) are selected to solve the motion.
TESTS OF RELATIVISTIC LIGHT ABERRATION AND CONSTRAINTS ON THE PHOTON MASS

Tests of relativistic light aberration effect
With the motion of the probe solved, one can test special relativity light aberration formula by comparing the predicted position and the measured position (Zhang & Li 2018) . Selecting some point sources in Frame K, one can use the rotation transformation (see Appendix B) to calculate its celestial coordinate positions in Frame K ′ . For the cases of using three point sources to solve the motion of the camera, the results of position accuracy of the fourth point source are listed in the last four columns of Table 2 . The position uncertainties are generally < 60 ′′ . Similar to the constraints on the moving direction, the camera's field of view r and aperture D play the most important roles in determining the position precision. For different point sources with a similar angle θ 04 between the fourth point and the moving direction in Frame K, the position uncertainties are similar.
If we use n point sources to solve the motion of the camera, one can take the (n + 1) th point source to test the relativistic light aberration effect. We again use the Monte Carlo method to test how the precision of the test increases with n. After solving the motion, we randomly generate the (n + 1) th point source near the boundary of the probe's field of view. The statistical results are presented in Table 3 . The position uncertainties of the (n + 1) th point source also have a similar decrease relationship with the motion uncertainties as a function of n. Its position uncertainties are typically smaller than the diffraction limit ∼ 3.59 ′′ .
Constraints on the photon mass
One specific mechanism to cause deviation of the aberration angle from the value predicted by special relativity is to invoke a non-zero mass of the photon (de Broglie 1922 (de Broglie , 1923 (de Broglie , 1940 Proca 1936a Proca ,b,c,d, 1937 Proca , 1938 . Many methods have been proposed to constrain the rest mass of the photon, e.g., the solar wind magnetic field (Ryutov 1997 (Ryutov , 2007 ), Coulomb's law (Williams et al. 1971) , low frequency electromagnetic wave detection (Schumann 1952) , the frequency dependence of the speed of light (Lovell et al. 1964; Wu et al. 2016; Shao & Zhang 2017) , and pulsar spin-down (Yang & Zhang 2017) . In the following, we constrain the photon mass using the limit of light aberration deviation measured from a transrelativistic camera.
If the photon has a non-zero rest mass m γ , the Lorenz-invariant dispersion is
The group velocity for a photon is
where the last derivation holds when m γ ≪ hν/c 2 ≈ 2.48 eV for optical light. Then, the aberration formula (Rybicki & Lightman 1979) becomes
For the case of v g = c (i.e., m γ = 0), Eq.(8) becomes the light aberration formula in special relativity, i.e., Eq.(1). Suppose that we can obtain two images of the same sky area independently photographed by an Earth-based telescope in Frame K and by a transrelativitic camera in Frame K ′ . Let us consider n + 1 point sources that are well measured in both K and K ′ . One can select n of the n + 1 point sources to solve the parameters of motion under the assumption of zero mass of the photon based on the method discussed in Section 2. In theory, the position of the (n + 1) th point source in Frame K ′ can be calculated. Therefore, one can obtain a theoretical image "photographed" by the transrelativitic camera. Matching the n point sources in the observed image that are used to solve the motion with the n corresponding point sources in the theoretical image, one can compare the position of the (n + 1) th point source between observed image and the theoretical image in Frame K ′ . If the photon mass is non-zero, one would expect a slight deviation of the (n + 1) th point source in two images due to the slight difference in the formulae of aberration of light. This is because the solution of motion and the angle between the direction of motion and (n + 1) th point in Frame K ′ would have been slightly different from the zero-photon-mass case. Using the upper limit on the mismatch between the (n + 1) th point source of the two images, one can set an upper limit on the mass of the photon. We directly use the results of Section 2.3 to constrain the photon mass. Each run can obtain the uncertainties of the position of the (n + 1) th point source in Frame K ′ under the assumption of zero mass of the photon. Next, we assume a non-zero photon mass and then solve the motion using the m γ aberration formula Eq.(8) to obtain the corresponding moving direction and dimensionless velocity. The position of the (n + 1) th point source can be correspondingly calculated. By comparing this position with the case of non-zero photon mass, one can obtain the upper limit on the mass of the photon by requiring that the deviation between the two cases exceeds the position uncertainty of the (n + 1) th point source. With the number of selected point sources increasing to solve the motion, the limit on the photon mass is tighter. For the case of n = 7, the upper limit of photon mass is constrained to ∼ 0.3 eV. On the other hand, it won't become significantly lower than 1 eV defined by the energy of the optical band. This value is much greater than the maximum photon energy obtained using other methods (e.g. Ryutov 1997 Ryutov , 2007 Williams et al. 1971; Schumann 1952; Lovell et al. 1964; Wu et al. 2016; Shao & Zhang 2017; Yang & Zhang 2017) . Hence, optical relativistic imagery is not particularly useful in constraining the photon mass.
In this paper, we present a detailed procedure to solve the motion of a transrelativitic camera using in-flight observational data. By comparing the positions of three sources observed in the Earth rest frame and in the probe's comoving frame, one can solve the motion of the probe including the direction and the velocity. We give some examples to show how one can use real data to solve the motion of the probe and estimate the precision of the motion with three point sources. By investigating the effect of the input parameters on the uncertainties of the motion, we conclude that a larger aperture and a larger field of view can give a better precision in solving the motion.
We further explore the approach to solve the motion with more than three point sources. By randomly generating point sources, we estimate the motion precision by an MCMC method. The precision increases with the increasing number of the selected point sources. The uncertainty of the moving direction can exceed the diffraction limit (∼ 3.59 ′′ ), but would converge as n is more than 5.
With the motion of the probe solved, one can test the light aberration effect in special relativity. For the simplest case of using three point sources to solve the motion problem, the position uncertainty of fourth point source is typically smaller than that of the moving direction. Again the camera's field of view and aperture play the most important roles in defining the position precision. We also investigate how n point sources can improve the test. The uncertainty of the (n + 1) th point source also decreases with an increasing n, which is typically smaller than the diffraction limit ∼ 3.59
′′ . The existence of the photon mass would introduce a slight difference in the formula of aberration of light. It causes a slight deviation of the position of (n + 1) th point source compared to the zero m γ case. By requiring that the deviation of the position of (n + 1) th point source between the m γ = 0 and m γ = 0 to be smaller than the uncertainty of the position of (n + 1) th point source, one can place an upper limit on the photon mass. Our simulations show that the aberration method can constrain the photon mass to not too much below the photon energy 1 eV in the optical band. So this method is not competitive compared with other methods of constraining the photon mass.
APPENDIX
A. SPHERICAL GEOMETRY Below we introduce some concepts in spherical geometry, the geometry of a two-dimensional spherical surface, that are used in this paper.
A.1. Great Circle Distance
Let us define (α 1 , δ 1 ) and (α 2 , δ 2 ) as the right ascension and declination in radians of two points 1 and 2 on the sphere, respectively, and ∆α as the absolute difference in longitude. The angle between the two points θ opened from the center of the sphere is defined by the spherical law of cosines: θ = arccos(sin δ 1 sin δ 2 + cos δ 1 cos δ 2 cos(∆α)).
This can be straightforwardly derived when one of the poles is used as an auxiliary third point on the sphere.
A.2. Spherical Triangle
Suppose that three points (denoted as 1, 2, 3) on a sphere form a spherical triangle. The three angular distances among the three points (θ 12 , θ 13 and θ 23 ) and the measures of the three vertex angles of the triangle (∠132, ∠123 and ∠213) are related by the cosine rule of the sphere triangle cos θ 12 = cos θ 13 cos θ 23 + sin θ 13 sin θ 23 cos ∠132, cos θ 13 = cos θ 12 cos θ 23 + sin θ 12 sin θ 23 cos ∠123, cos θ 23 = cos θ 12 cos θ 13 + sin θ 12 sin θ 13 cos ∠213.
We adopt a representation of the coordinate transformation in terms of the parameters of rotation -the angle of rotation and the direction cosines of the axis of rotation. The rotation f ormula (Goldstein et al. 2002) is
where Φ is the rotation angle,n is the direction unit vector of axis, r is the vector of the initial position, and r ′ is the vector of the final position.
If one knows the moving direction of the probe (α 0 and δ 0 ) and the position of a random point (α 1 and δ 1 ) in the Earth rest Frame K, the corresponding position in the probe comoving Frame K ′ (α T by an angle Φ = θ ′ about the axis which is perpendicular to the plane of the great circle and located at the center of the sphere, where θ ′ can be calculated from Eq. 1. The axis is perpendicular to the plane of the great circle, so that the direction vector of the axis is
where r 1 is the cartesian coordinate position vector of the random point in Frame K. The direction unit vector iŝ n = n/|n|. As a result, the cartesian coordinate position vector of the corresponding point r ′ 1 in Frame K ′ can be calculated by Eq.(B3). One can then calculate the celestial position:
Note that one should pay attention to the quadrant when calculating the celestial positions. One can finally obtain
and the correlation coefficient ρ between them. Number of point sources n Figure 2 . The uncertainties of the moving direction, dimensionless velocity and position of the (n + 1) th as a function of the number of selected sources used to solve the motion of the probe. The red, purple, orange, blue and green circle represent the uncertainties of σα 0 , σ δ 0 , σα n+1 , σ δ n+1 and σ β , respectively. All the uncertainties have a decreasing trend as a function of n, even though they converge to certain values as n becomes greater than 5. The diffraction limit can be exceeded for σα n+1 , σ δ n+1 and σ β . 
